Advice Offices—Their Breadth
and Depth
The Advice Offices could be regarded as the core of the Black Sash's activity and relevance.
The following
abridged annual reports highlight the variety and complexity of problems
with
which they have to deal.
visers. Our many attorneys give most generously of their time and skill. The recent success of
the appeal of Gideon Mtima in the highest court
of the land (the Appeal Court in Bloemfontein)
removes anxiety concerning serious, indeed almost
total, erosion of Section 10 (Bantu Urban Areas
Act) rights which threatened residentially qualified Africans in prescribed areas throughout the
country. This good cherry on top of a largely
unpalatable cake reinforces our confidence in the
usefulness of Advice Office work.

ATHLONE
October 1976 — February 1978
A FRICANS come up against the very hardest
facts of South African life; particularly in
the Western Cape, which is officially 'protected'
against African entry in favour of a coloured
preference area.
It is strange, disappointing and alarming that
although great changes in influx control legislation are said to be in the offing, these laws continue to be applied inflexibly and the authorities
zealously refuse to make concessions (with rare
exceptions) even where statutes allow them some
discretion. A far more human approach would
have been appropriate after the anguish seen
and felt throughout last year's great unrest.
These are the principle issues (no order of precedence is implied) which have come to light in
case-work:
1 The effects of Transkei's independence on
Africans in the Cape Peninsula.
2 The aftermath of last year's disturbances,
showing a numbed return to the old status
quo with few changes and those mainly for
the worse. The roots of unrest retain their
stranglehold on the nation while a racially
discriminatory system of laws, policies and
customs keeps young Africans from acquiring or from using skills, keeps wages low,
housing scarce and family life torn.

* 1 The independence of Transkel
The Transkci Status Act No 100 of 1967 has
turned many thousands of lifelong Capetonians
into Transkeians. Applicants for iirst reference
books who report for registration at the age of
16 (or older people whose books have got lost)
are issued with Temporary Identity Certificates,
valid for six months and to be replaced with
Transkei Travel Documents. This does not mean
that they will be deprived of residential permits
in the area; they are told that permits to reside
here will continued to be stamped into the travel
documents every six months and that they need
not fear losing rights. They are, however, far
from happy to accept temporary permission when
they know that they are entitled to permanent
recognition under Section 10(1) (a) or (b) of the
Act and when they have never set foot in the
Transkei. It would appear that Transkei is loth to
hand travel documents to unwilling recipients.
What about Transkeians who really are Transkeians and who arc legally in the area but only
for a limited period, as visitors or contract1 workers? They are now 'foreigners'. 'Visitors may
not take up employment and only unskilled work
is for entrants from Transkei. The recession has
cut out even this possibility of getting unskilled
contract work which did exist for men only,
so that now no new workers are allowed into
the area. Those who leave a t the end of contracts
(which their employers are discouraged from
renewing), or whose contracts are cut short for
any reason, are no longer issued with blue Unemployment Insurance cards and will not qualify
for benefits from the Unemployment Insurance
Fund unless they were contributors before Independence. If they do so qualify, they must register as work-seekers back in Transkei and then
apply for unemployment benefits, if no job is
available, through East London. T)o such people

3 The recession, a tremendous surge of unemployment problems and poverty biting deeper,
rents rising steeply, general inflation. Pensioners and others claiming social benefits
have the utmost difficulty in collecting their
small allowances.
4 The relentless implementation of the Prevention of Illegal Squatting Amendment Act
and prosecution of penniless individuals
caught trying to remedy their plight by seeking (often finding) work in the area without
unobtainable permits.
This report will give some account of findings under the above headings. The special
strengths of Advice Office work continue to be
(a) close contact with Africans experiencing
hardships and expressing their wishes and fears,
and (b) the support and backing of our legal adThe Black Sask, August 1978
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Fund or because they hope we may be able to
persuade employers to take them back or to ask
us to negotiate over disappointments with final
pay packets. For contract workers, permits to be
in the area terminate with their jobs. Although
it is a breach of contract for an employer to
dismiss a contract worker before his time is up
without grave cause, and retrenchment is not
accepted as such, in practice an offence on the
part of the worker is usually made the excuse
for dismissal and he is then sent home with little
hope of fresh contracts being available, and little
likelihood of any benefits from the Unemployment
Insurance Fund ever reaching him. How is his
family to cope?
Inflation and the recession are hitting the whole
country and the policy of allowing Africans in
the Western Cape to accept only the dregs of
employment offered is imposing totally unjust
hardship on them without helping any other
groups.
Containerisation came to Cape Town docks a t
a bad time for us. Many dock workers with very
long service as stevedores have been laid off, and
as 'casual workers* this can happen with only
24 hours' notice. There is no pension scheme for
these employees on the lowest rung, and they
have never been able to contribute to the Unemployment Insurance Fund.
Housing in African townships in prescribed
areas is not subsidised. Rentals in the Peninsula
(Kll,50 pm) have not risen very much but there
is considerable fear that steep rises may be pending. In the new parts of Mbekweni, the townships
outside Paarl, the houses are, if anything, inferior
to those built years ago, and have no electricity,
no internal doors, and few fittings, but rentals
have risen to R24.35 pm and about R3.50 for
water, making R27,85 pm. (Rents on the older
houses are still R88,50 pm to R14,50 pm for a
four-roomed house.) This sum of R27.85 pm is
impossible for a bread winner whose weekly earnings are usually R18.00 to R23.00.
We were approached by a large group of residents of Mbekweni, complaining about the impossibly high rentals demanded of them. Letters to the BAAB authorities a t Paarl have
brought no response. The position in the new
Somerset West townships is almost identical.

ever get the money to which they are entitled?
A Transkeian Fund is evidently envisaged to take
over after 1979 for Transkeians who return to
Transkei while those residentially qualified in the
Republic will continue to contribute to and draw
from South Africa's fund. The transfer of pensions, disability grants etc, is a similar source of
worry.

• 2 The roots of unrest
Individual tragedies are always the concern of
the Advice Office, but we are even more deeply
concerned about the thousands of less conspicuous miseries which were the background of the
unrest and which have not changed since. The
evils of the migratory labour system have been
exposed incessantly, yet the bureaucratic machinery grinds on relentlessly. Langa Court is filled
day after day with people who are heavily fined
or gaoled for having been caught earning a living
or maintaining some sort of family life. R50 or
90 days is now the standard sentence.
In the Advice Office filing cabinets there is
a whole drawerful of cases of husbands and wives
trying to get permission- to live together in the
area in which the husband lawfully and permanently resides and works. These men are not
called 'migrants', but in effect that is what they
are, because their wives are not allowed to join
them except for occasional brief visits when the
authorities take great care to arrange that they
will have to go away again. This is done by obliging them to produce return tickets to rural
areas and to lodge at addresses different from
those of their husbands, even when the husbands
are in family houses either with their own parents or as lodgers with friends. Most men are
saddled with bunks in single quarters which they
are not allowed to relinquish, and that is enough
to show that their wives 'live elsewhere' and
therefore can never begin to reside with their
husbands 'ordinarily' (a technical term with extraordinary implications).
MR AND MRS KOVOKOVO were married nine
years ago in a church in Langa. Mr Kovokovo has
been working in the Peninsula legally since 1947,
but he is registered as living in the Zones, ie
single quarters, and his wife has never been
able to set up the home they want together here.
She goes backwards and forwards between Cape
Town and Transkei, sometimes obtaining a 'visiting' permit but usually just staying without. They
had a shack at Modderdam, and when this was
bulldozed they moved in with friends elsewhere.
They feel anxious and unhappy in this insecure
position, but they refuse to separate. This is a
typical case.

Unemployment
MR S. M. KANGELA has lived in the Peninsula
since his birth in 1950. He is the occupier of
a house in Langa, together with his wife and two
children. He lost a job last year and tried for
months to find another. In his case, it was not
that he got no offers, but the employers who
wanted him were not allowed to employ him
because he is a competent driver. The last firm
to be refused a 'clearance certificate* by the
Labour Department told our workers in a telephone conversation that he had been 'told emphatically that there are no jobs for Africans while

• 3 The recession
This has brought unprecedented numbers of unemployed people to the Advice Office. They come
because they have run into difficulties over claiming benefits from the Unemployment Insurance
The Black Sash, August 1978
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there is unemployment among coloured people'.
Which there is.
MR M. W. JOLOSE lost his job as a result of
being injured during the disturbances. He claimed
sick benefits from the UIF and four months
later he was still waiting for the first cheque,
which had been delayed in the post as a result of
the confusion at Guguletu Post Office since the
troubles. He returned to the Advice Office a
week later to thank us for helping him get his
money by referring him to a helpful official at
the Labour Department. A different matter worrying him was that although born himself in
Cape Town in 1941 of parents who had never
lived in Transkei, his reference book had an
entry stating that his 'place of origin' was 'Transkei', on account of his having admitted that his
grandparents came from Cofimvaba. One's 'origins' seems to go further back if one is black.
Most of us whites should be labelled Irish, Dutch,
German or British by the same standards?
MR M. O. SIGA, bom in 1913 in Cape Town
and always resident here, has a home but no
income since an ittness last year. He took two
of his children out of school because he could not
afford to keep them there and they might be
able to help. One elder son was shot dead during
the disturbances. Mr Siga was more than R30,00
behind with the rent when he reported at the Advice Office in May. He had applied for a disability grant but been refused on the grounds that
his wife ears R15.00 pw.

up, legal workers in theory returning to their
appointed bachelor bunks; some wives and their
children squeezing in wherever they can; other
wives plus the unemployed forced to take their
problems to where they will only be worse. In sum
a vast increase of unhappiness.
The great fear now is — what is planned for
Crossroads? Deproclamation of the Emergency
Camp is greatly feared and once that happens,
the Plural Relations Authorities promise that it
will go 'just like Unibel'. There has been major
supportive action to uphold this last African
squatter village's claim for continued existence.
Crossroads has always been the special concern of
the Athlone Advice Office which has acted as a
focal point for the area's leadership to liaise with
legal advisers since the camp sprang from the
ground in February 1975.
MR W. Bz. has contributed Ms labour to the
Cape Peninsula since the 1940s. He lived here continuously and lawfully until 1970 except for a
sad lapse, an 18 month goal sentence around
1975. This lost him his residential rights under
Section 10(l)(b) of the Act but the break was
overlooked by the authorities until 1970. He had
resumed his steady work record when it was
noticed and he found himself endorsed out to
Mdantsanc, the resettlement township outside
East London. This was because he had no rural
home to which he could be sent. His coloured
wife went off with him and they occupied their
allocated house for about six months, but she
was extremely lonely and unhappy in these surroundings so they surrendered their Mdantsane
house and returned to the Cape Peninsula where
they have lived as squatters ever since, minding
their own business and Mr Bz. contributing his
labour although his presence has been illegal
since 1970. Cape Town is their home but repudiates them. They only want a quiet and decent
life.

• 4 The Prevention of Illegal Squatting
Amendment Act 72 of 1977
This Act has been a threatening cloud hanging
over close to 200 000 people of whom nearly half
a r e Africans. All are liable to lose their homes,
while the Africans have family disruption and
forcible removal to poverty-stricken rural areas
to dread as well. The Act, which lays down heavy
penalties for both squatters and owners of the
land on which shanties are built, swung into
action mercilessly with the drastic demolitions
of several major squatter villages — Modderdam, Werkgenot, sections of the Potsdam and
Killarney communities and most recently Unibel,
affecting many people who turned to the Advice
Office.
This action has been taken by the authorities
in an attempt to clear the Peninsula (and beyond)
of Plural relations who have not got permits
to be here — irrespective of whether the breadwinner in a family is legally in the area and
legally employed. His family if 'illegal' has been
pressured to leave for the Ciskei or Transkei.
The object is to 'tidy up' and to relieve the
area of large numbers of dependants and illegal
workers or would-be-workers, in order to ease
local unemployment and enforce the law. The
•effect has ben widespread misery — no sign of
••employers rushing to take on local 'lawful' labour
t o replace dislodged squatters, but families broken
The Black Sash, August
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Domestic workers
107 seen during the year, six referred to attor
neys. Advice Office assistance was effective in
about 20 cases. This group has little joy from
the law when dismissed. There is no law obliging employers to pay notice or holiday money,
although domestics expect the customary allowance of at least two weeks' notice money and
three weeks' paid annual leave. There are always
two sides to disputes and when a complaint is
brought to the Advice Office, we contact the
employer, if possible, hear his or her side of
the story and try to rectify matters. If the employer still withholds wages which appear to
be due in terms of whatever may have been the
initial agreement, one of our attorneys will write
a letter of demand. It seems t h a t South Africa is
still a long way off from legislating minimum
wage levels in domestic and similar employment.
It would, however, be a comparatively simple
matter for both employers and employees to insist t h a t written agreements be drawn up and
18
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GRAHAMSTOWN

signed whenever any employee is engaged.
We thank our 18 firms of attorneys and also
the Press for their co-operation and we express
appreciation of all the team-work that goes into
the Athlone Advice Office. Increasing strains,
frustrations and obstacles could not daunt us
— this is work for people, but it is not welfare work. Our most earnest hope and endeavour
is t h a t the changes, which must come, should
come in peace.

PART I
June 1 — December 10. 1977
A S the Grahamstown Advice Office ends its
fifth year of operation we wonder what
1978 will hold in store for our black and white
community. The general election has come and
gone and the last 'Settler outpost' in the Eastern
Cape has fallen to the Nationalists. It was not
surprising but it does not augur well for the
future. An electorate which could vote for the
National Party while reading the daily reports
of the Biko inquest; an electorate which could
accept the Goverdnment announcement t h a t the
Fingo villagers were to be finally disinherited and
moved during the new year without protest; an
electorate which seems to be totally unaware
of the growing anger and impatience in the
black community; an electorate which does not
seem disturbed by bannings and detentions, seems
to be an electorate which believes that might is
right.
In this situation how does one rate the effectiveness of the Advice Office? What counts as
success? The fact that you have managed to prod
a firm into obtaining a U I F card for an exemployee? The fact that you have managed to
stave off an eviction order? On one hand, assessment is impossible. On the other hand we
are thankful every time one person is helped,
but the awareness that what we do is minute
in relation to the hardships created by our social
system, remains with us. But we keep on trying.

R. N. ROBB
B. D. VERSFELD
M. HENDERSON

BORDER
1976/1977
I N recent months our most serious and obvious
problem has been unemployment. This problem is not restricted to men only, but to women
as well — who in many instances are the sole
breadwinners of the family. Many blacks do not
understand why, after many years of loyal service, they are suddenly told to leave their jobs,
because few employers explain their reasons for
retrenchment. We can asist them in some small
way by checking that their last wage slip was
in order, and that they are in possession of their
U I F card and explain how to apply for U I F
benefits. Generally speaking, we in the Border
Region are fortunate in that in most cases the employers do ensure that their employees are registered and furnished with their U I F cards. But
it is with growing trepidation that we listen to
this long queue of angry, frustrated voices.
We have not found any short paths to success when it comes to pension problems. It still
remains a long drawn-out process of writing
letters and awaiting replies from official departments. However, 20 per cent of our pension cases
have been successful in the past year.
Another distressing problem is the increasing
illegitimacy rate amongst the younger women,
and specially teenage girls. This in turn leads to
associated problems such as interruption, or more
likely, termination of schooling; unemployment;
rejection; depression and malnutrition. Although
nearly all those cases we interviewed are now
attending a family planning clinic, it is obvious
that these facilities are not reaching those most
in need of them, especially in the rural areas.
We have, with the assistance of the social workers of the BAD in East London and Mdantsane,
had some small degree of success in obtaining
maintenance.

• Housing
There is still a chronic shortage of houses and
housing problems would probably be brought to
us much more often if they were not so obviously
insoluble. Some land has been made available to
Fingo Village title deed holders, but this will not
alleviate the problem. Many title deed holders are
living in substantially built houses with no desire
to move. They are going to be forced to move
and to build new houses on the compensation
given them by the Government, which will not
necessarily cover the cost of building an equivalent dwelling.
Land is available for housing but the Government is not prepared to appropriate it for housing the black community. As one Government
official said: 'The problem is not a housing shortage — we just have too many blacks in Grahamstown.'

People do not always return to the Advice
Office to inform us of the result of our advice
or investigation. Thus we are not always able
to record cases which have been successful or are
pending. But when some people do return, the
success is always received with great jubilation.
It makes it all worthwhile.

• Pensions
The withdrawal of 315 pensions in Grahamstown
earlier this year is being documented and the
report will be circulated when it is complete.

• Domestic workers
Domestic workers in Grahamstown are as a whole
the most exploited group of workers. Dismissal

J. RONALDSON
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is usually with immediate effect. They do not
receive pay in lieu of notice and holiday pay is
not even considered.

• School disturbances
On Thursday October 5 a t about 10 am the students at the Nathaniel Nyaluza High School started to walk in procession objecting to Bantu Education. They were all arrested and within hours
were being tried in the courtyard of the local
police station. We managed to obtain the services of a lawyer to appear for the students and
he arrived at the police station a t about 2.30 pm
as the Public Prosecutor was addressing the court
on the question of sentence. All the cases were
then held over and the counsel was briefed.
Because the Advice Office could not handle
the cost of the case we appealed to the SA
Council of Churches to take care of the defence
costs. Substantial contributions were made by the
black and white community to help cover the
costs.
The sentences given ranged from cuts to fines
of R40 or 50 days.
This is my last report for some time as I will
be living in Durban during 1978. When we open on
January 21 Rosemary van Wyk Smith and Kathleen Satchwell will be directing the work of the
Advice Office. My thanks to all the workers and
especially to Mary Kota, our interpreter and
friend, for the incredible amount of work and
time they have put into the Advice Office.

MS D, was employed by a family living in Grahamstown. She had worked for Mrs H. for three
years and her salary was R31 pm. She was
dismissed because she was 'hopeless'. Dismissal
was with immediate effect.
We phoned Mrs H. to ask whether she would
consider paying Ms D. notice money. She said
she was not prepared to. She felt she was well
within her rights because Ms D. had broken
her 'contract', and was an unsatisfactory 'girl'.
To substantiate her claim she told u s :
Mrs H. had gone out one cold wet afternoon
leaving the children in Ms D.'s care. When she
came home she found that Ms D. had allowed
the children to play outside and they had got
wet. The children developed colds and a doctor
was sent for and he prescribed medication. Mrs
H. deducted the doctor's bill from Ms D.'s salary
because she claimed Ms D. had been negligent and
irresponsible in allowing the children to play
outside.

• Unemployment Insurance Fund
The register is being administered in a satisfactory way in Grahamstown, but the problems of
the delays in paying the benefits are not easily
dealt with.
The delays are often caused by incorrect and/or
insufficient information being given to the Labour
Department by employers, also by employers not
applying for cards for their workers until they
are requested to do so.

SHIRLEY MOULDER
PART II
January 21 — February 28, 1978
TN terms of the vicious circle operating so
harshly in Grahamstown at the moment —
as employment opportunities become fewer —
people not only find it impossible to gain new
sources of employment, but are also losing their
previous jobs, so they depend more and more on
whatever help they can find.
This means that they are desperately turning
to whatever channels they think might be available and it would seem that this is why so many
people are now trying to get maintenance from
absent fathers, disability pensions, mothers' pensions, war veterans' pensions, UIF benefits although a lengthy period of time might have
elapsed since they were eligible.
We continually encounter two problems as regards the official assistance available.
Firstly, when applying for a disability pension,
the district surgeon very often classifies people
as 'fit for light work' which means that they
do not receive a pension. However, there is no
light work in Grahamstown. Hence this particular pension is denied to many people because they
are supposedly capable of earning a living
through non-existent work opportunities.
MR M. worked at the local sawmill. He lost
three fingers of his right hand at work and
received R533 in oempensation. The money was
used up some time ago. The district surgeon has
said that he is 'fit for light work'. Not finding

MR M. came to the Advice Office after he had
been signing the register for four months. We
contacted the Labour Department in Port Elizabeth who told us that Mr M. was entitled to
benefits but that these could not be paid until
they had traced the employer and the spelling
of his name on the claim form was corrected.
The Advice Office agreed to see to both matters. Correcting the spelling of Mr M.'s name
was easy, but tracing the employer was not.
After many telephone calls we eventually discovered that the firm Mr M. had worked for
had changed its name. The manager of the old
firm had taken ill and the new manager was
having difficulty sorting out all the administration. He had neglected to notify the Labour
Department of the change of name of the firm.
This information was relayed to the Labour
Department who assured us that Mr M. would
receive his benefits within the next few days.
Instead Mr M. received a letter saying he was
not entitled to benefits at all! After further
correspondence between the Advice Office and
the Labour Department, Mr M. eventually received his benefits on November 23. He had been
signing the register since March.
The Black Sash, August
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any, he tried his previous employers, the sawmills,
who were willing to employ him but had no light
work. He was put back on the saws but he had
difficulty controlling the machine with his fingerless hand and was naturally terrified of another
accident. On account of this strain he left his
job. It is unlikely that the district surgeon wii
reverse his *light work' decision, though we are
making representations in this regard.
Secondly, we have many people who come to
the Advice Office looking for help for their own
or others' children. Unfortunately the Child Welfare office is not at all sympathetic or efficient
and it is difficult for us to be of any real assistance when the few sympathetic Child Welfare
officials are so overloaded.
Two areas of great hardships are often difficult to alleviate in that no legal protection is
offered to domestic servants who are dismissed
from their place of work or to farm labourers
who are told to leave their farms.
We find that many domestic workers are given
the sack and no notice or money in lieu thereof
is provided. Unfortunately, we are unable to push
very hard since the employers often assert that
the employee was drunk, dishonest, *cheeky', or
in some other way abused the agreement between
employer and employee. It is then the white
madam's word against the domestic worker's and
we often do not succeed in obtaining the normal
considerations surrounding termination of employment. The common law is just not enough!
There now seems to be a spate of farm labourers who for various reasons are leaving the farms
on which they live — often a farmer is unable
to provide work or support the many people
on the farm; people are attracted to the towns;
a labourer is injured and then unable to perform
his duties. Consequently many problems arise as
regards housing, jobs, the general welfare of such
displaced people.

February 1977 — January 1978
HpHE low figures for interviews in 1976/77
reflect the spirit of optimism in the black
community that things were really changing, that
pass laws and permits would soon become a thing
of the past and, in many cases, a determination
not to have anything to do with the system.
The enormous increase in the year under review
seems to reflect depression, hopelessness and pessimism, but it is hard to estimate how much of
this is due to the crackdown of October 19 and
how much to the unemployment and poverty
resulting from the current economic recession.

• Political control
In last year's annual report we mentioned the
pass laws in relation to the political control they
enable the authorities to exert over the black
population. In the past year this has become even
more evident. The teenage, early-20 group, seem
to have been a particular target for extreme
severity and bureaucratic obstructiveness on the
part of the authorities.
TEBOGO M. is 18 years old and has a reference
book. His name is enumerated on his father's
house permit and he is shown there as qualifying
in terms of Section 10(l)(a) (birth and continuous
residence in the area) but when he went to the
superintendent to have his scholar's permit endorsed in his reference book he was ordered to
report to the Influx Control Officer. This official
then demanded that he make an affidavit setting
out his life history.
KUTJN S. has a birth certificate and has been
on his parent's house permit since 1960. The Labour Officer refused to register him as a workseeker until he produced his school letters in
spite of being told several times that Kutin has
never attended school at all.
We have had dozens of similar complaints.
A very direct example of political intimidation
occurred when an elderly man called to his superintendent's office. His son has been convicted of
an offence under the Terrorism Act and has been
sentenced to seven years' imprisonment. The conversation went like this — 'Your son is in prison'.
'Yes, 1 know he is.' 'Because of this the Government says you must leave your house and goback to Newcastle where you were born.' This
seems to have been designed merely to intimidate
because he was given no notice in writing to
vacate his house as demanded by the regulations
nor was any endorsement put in his reference
book ordering him to leave the area.

MR N. was kicked by a cow and his leg was
badly injured. JHe was hospitalized and lived
in Graharastown for a couple of months while
he was receiving specialist treatment. His employer paid his salary for one month. Mr N. is
still unfit for work. His leg will be in plaster
for a further two months and then additional
treatment may be required. However, his employer will neither continue to pay him his salary
nor employ him once he is fit again. Workmen's
compensation is not available in this case4
Neither of these categories of employee —
domestic worker or farm labourer — are covered
under the Unemployment Insurance Act, nor
would they generally qualify in terms of the minimum wage for contributions.
It is encouraging that there are so many people
willing to take responsibility for the running of
the Office and our specialization should lead to
greater efficiency.

• Section 29
We believe that the new amendments to
section of the Urban Areas Consolidation
must be seen in the light of what has been
above. The Bantu Labour Regulations say

KATHLEEN SATCHWELL
ROSEMARY SMITH
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BSL countries and from Malawi and Rhodesia.
We have had no evidence of any privileges being
accorded to Transkei or Bophutatswana citizens
in employment, housing, or the opportunity to
live in stable conditions with their families. The
pass laws remain the same for them as for all
other black people.

any black man permitted to be in a prescribed
area 'shall within three days after becoming unemployed or within 14 days of attaining the age
of IS years or ceasing to be a full-time pupil
or student a t an educational institution, have
himself registered as a workseeker at the local
Labour B u r e a u . . . ' Those young men who are
no longer at school can be declared to be 'idle'
if they do not so register and can thus be removed
from the urban areas, sent to a work colony for
two years and stripped of their Section 10 rights.

Section 10 rights are preserved for those who
were born before the date of independence, but
the new amendment to Section 12 of the Urban
Areas Act ensures that all those born after independence in towns in the Republic will have no
legally enforceable rights and will only be per.
mitted to remain if given permission to do so by
the Labour Officer. Anyone whose labour is not
required by the South African economy will have
no legal protection against deportation to a foreign country which they may never have seen
and of which they have no knowledge. There are
large numbers of people who do not know if their
families originated in any of the areas which
are now demarcated as homelands and whose family traditions have taught them that they have
always been in the so-called white areas.

The present operation of this law is frightful in
its effects and punishes a whole family because
the breadwinner has committed the 'crime* of
not being lawfully employed. It will be very much
tvorse when the amendments come into effect.
PHILLIP K. has a Johannesburg birth certificate
and has always lived lawfully in the area, but
he is in trouble because he did not register as
a workseeker immediately upon leaving school at
the end of 1975. The Labour Officer is now refusing to register him and Section 29 is a very
real threat.
MR T. came to the office when he was released
from the farm colony at Voortrekkerhoogte after
serving 12 months there. He has lost his house in
Soweto and his Section I0(l)(b) rights. Hp was
declared to be 'idle' because he had not been
in registered employment for three years before
his arrest. He had been supporting his family
and earning a good living by studying form on
the race tracks and betting on horses — a perfectly legal activity. He claimed that when he
was taken before the Bantu Affairs Commissioner
he was not asked to say anything but that the
commissioner just shouted 'Section 29, escort!'

The promised arrangements for Bophutatswana
citizens to be able to renounce their citizenship
after independence do not give them the RIGHT
to do so. They must first apply to a non-independent homeland to be accepted as a citizen of that
homeland and, if accepted, they may apply to
the South African government to be allowed to
resume their South African citizenship. The final
decision therefore remains in the hands of a
Government which has stated that there will be
NO black South Africans so it seems likely that
such applications as are granted will be of very
temporary effect and will merely delay the process for an individual for a limited period.

• Buphutatswana and Transkei
independence
As the South African Government's policy unfolds, the horror of what it means to individuals
to be stripped of their South African citizenship
is demonstrated to all those who work In the
Advice Office. Many people do not realise that
they are foreigners until they are refused issue
of a reference book and are told to take a
passport. There is a two-year period from the date
of independence before Transkei and Bophutatswana citizens will be forced to apply for passports, but new reference books are refused and
passports issued to those who are applying for the
first time and to those who are applying for a
duplicate reference book. Those who are applying
for South African travel documents or international passports are, of course, refused and told
to apply for documents from their 'own country'.

MR K. wants to take his 14-year-old son to school
in Swaziland. He was refused a South African
travel document and told to take a Bophutatswana
one because he is a Tswana. He is furiously angry
and says he would rather his son had no education if the price is to be acknowledgment of his
foreign status.
K. AND D. are two teenage girls who last August were stating quite categorically that they
would have nothing to do with pass laws or permits. Now they have been brought to face with
the realities of the situation. Both have been in
boarding school in Lesotho and when they went
to renew their South African travel documents in
January in order to return to school for the new
term they were told to take Bophutatswana documents because 'you are foreigners'.
The Bophutatswana Government was 'not in a
position to issue such documents' — on January
12, more than a month after independence, so
they were late for the beginning of the term and
had to make special arrangements with the Government of Lesotho which does not recognise
Bophutatswana.

There is enormous anger and we have not yet
come across any urban person who welcomes independence.
The 'privileges' which Mr M. C. Botha promised
to these new foreigners seem to be privileges
only in comparison to other foreigners from the
The Black Soak, August 1978
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retwnt to Lesotho'. Because of his legal rights
he was able to contest this order and was registered in his employment. When the new amendment is promulgated his rights no longer exist
and when he leaves his present job he may well
be ordered to leave the Republic again, in which
case he will have no means of ensuring that the
order is rescinded.
These things are in strange contrast to the
new legislation which will force South African
citizenship on to new white immigrants under
the age of 25 years.

• Homeland citizenship
Independence has caused many problems of citizenship for people who are now Xhosa or Tswana
but have still to prove their citizenship of another
homeland in terms of the Bantu Homelands Citizenship Act of 1970. This Act has largely been
ignored by black people in the so-called white
areas until now because it seemed to them irrelevant. This Act stated t h a t every black person
L a citizen of one homeland or another according
to his birth, parentage, language or cultural associations,
MRS M. N. has been endorsed out of Johannesburg and her appeal has been disallowed by the
Chief Bantu Affairs Commissioner. She came
from Ga-Rankuwa in Bophutatswana to Johannesburg to live with her 10(1) (a) husband in 1971.
Her permit to be in Ga-Rankuwa was cancelled
a t the time of her marriage in 1971 and they
will not have her back there because she is not
a Tswana. She has nowhere at all she may legally
be.
J. AND G. are twins. They are young men whose
parents are both classified as being coloured. They
were born and grew up in Alexandra Township
but went to Transkei to school, where they were
instructed to take out reference books. They were
then classified as Xhosa and are now said to
be citizens of Transkei. They are both politically
conscious and refuse to apply to be reclassified as
'coloured' because they are black but equally they
are not culturally or otherwise associated with
Xhosa people. They are now awaiting the result
of their applications to be recognised as South
African citizens.

• Unemployment insurance
The one cheerful item in this whole report is the
marked improvement in the administration of the
Unemployment Insurance Act. Claims in the Witwatersrand area are being dealt with efficiently
and swiftly. There are still many complaints from
rural areas but the Unemployment Insurance
Commissioner in Pretoria can be relied upon to
investigate and deal with all which are brought
to his attention.
The many people who have come to us with Unemployment Insurance problems are nearly always in difficulties either because their employers
have not fulfilled their obligation in terms of
the Act, or because they themselves have not understood the procedures.
There is a great need for information to be
given to employers and for greater severity in
penalising those who do not comply. There is also
a great need for simple information to be disseminated to workers about their rights and
correct procedures.
The Act itself is far from adequate. In a
crisis such as the present one it is evident that
the maximum period of 26 weeks during which
benefits will be paid does not provide sufficient
social security. We have seen many people whose
benefits are exhausted and who have not yet been
able to find a job. There is then nothing between
them and hunger and homelessness.

• Foreigners
Black people who arc citizens of neighbouring
countries are finding it more difficult than ever
before to register in their employment because
of the plentiful supply of local labour. One often
hears the argument t h a t we must be concerned
first with South African citizens but it must be
remembered that many of these men and women
have worked hard and faithfully in the Republic
for many years and that, had they been white,
they would have been accepted as South African
citizens long ago. They too are adversely affected by the new amendment to Section 12 of the
Urban Areas Act. Up to this time, a child of
foreign parents who was born in South Africa has
been able to claim rights in terms of Section 10.
Now that the wording of the section is to be
changed from 'not born in the Republic' to 'is not
a South African citizen' they will only be allowed
to remain if given permission to do so and will
hav*- no rights.

• Unemployment and the pass laws
The pass laws are aggravating the unemployment
crisis to a severe extent and are stifling the
initiative of jobless people who find work for
themselves. They are an intolerable burden to
those whom they prevent from finding means
of economic survival.
MR R. D. T. was born in Kimberley. He left
there in 961 and worked in one job in Krugersdorp from 1961 to 1975. Since 1975 he has had
a good skilled job in Roodepoort but cannot be
registered because Kimberley will not attest a
contract for him as they say he no longer belongs there. Roodepoort will not register him
because they say he belongs to Kimberley. He
is going to lose his work because it is illegal
for his employers to continue to employ him. Because he cannot be registered he will find it
impossible to find a new job in spite of the high

MR K., a young citizen of Lesotho, was born
in Johannesburg and lived continuously and lawfully here since his birth. He therefore can now
claim that he is entitled to remain in Johannesburg in terms of Section 10(l)(a). When he first
entered the labour market he was 'ordered to
The Black Sash, August 1978
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up in a neighbour's yard exposed to the Highveld
elements, often becomes totally irreparable.
Spokesmen for the Board have said that people
who cannot pay the rent because they are unemployed will be treated with sympathy and
consideration and will be assisted to find new
employment. This has not been the experience
of the more than 80 evicted families we have
seen in recent months.

level of skill he has acquired and his excellent
record.
MR S. is a university graduate, who started his
career working in the hotel trade. In November
he was offered a job at R420 per month in commerce but was refused registration because he
was placed in the hotel category and is not allowed to change.
MR A. G. has been earning a living in his own
small concern as a photograph tinter and had a
thriving trade in the hostels. He was ordered to
leave the area and return to his homeland because
he is not allowed to be self-employed. It is unlikely that his skill will enable him to survive
in his home area where the unemployment and
poverty are such that no one has money for any
kind of 'luxury* spending.

MR AND MRS M. have seven children. He has
TB and is unemployed. She is the sole breadwinner and her wage would not stretch to paying
the rent and buying food. They owed R60.60 and
were evicted. When they came to see us on August 19 they had paid the rent in full (having
borrowed the money) on the day after the eviction
but had not been allowed to move back into the
house and the whole family was sleeping in the
street.

Mr Justice Steyn has said that the lifting of
the pass laws in Namibia has created unemployment. Lifting the pass laws does not create unemployment. It merely makes existing unemployment visible to the authorities and to the white
community. In the Republic unemployment and
under-employment has been a crisis {or many
years but, because the unemployed are not allowed to remain in urban areas or to move to
towns to seek work, the crisis only became 'visible' when it began to affect urban dwellers.

MRS. N is a widow and was living in an overcrowded house with her 100-year-old mother, her
five grown up children and nine grandchildren.
Her two sons lost their jobs and the family fell
into arrears with the rent to the amount of R140.
One daughter found work in the middle of September and Mrs N. paid R40 to the superintendent and told him she could pay off the rest in
instalments. They were evicted three days later.
The old great grandmother spent the next three
months sleeping in the Johannesburg railway station at night and living on pavements in town
during the day. Mrs N. and her three youngest
children slept whoreever they could, often outside,
and the rest of the family scattered in Soweto.
In December, after Press publicity and endless
visits to the Board offices, the family was given
another house.

The Physical Planning Act is also responsible
for aggravating unemployment. One employer informed us that in October 1977 he was forced
to discharge 25 men when his quota of black men
was reduced from 82 to 57. Such insane action,
taken for ideological reasons, when unemployment
is a national crisis is incomprehensible. The recent announcement that employers will be allowed
to exceed their quotas by employing youths between the ages of 16 and 20 is welcome but it
would be very much more constructive to lift the
restrictions altogether so that the fathers of these
young people could find work in order to be able
to afford to pay for further education and training for their sons.

The rent issue has also caused other troubles
to families.
MRS A. is a widow and owed one month's rent.
She was summoned by the Superintendent in this
connection. He then discovered that her three
children were in boarding school in Natal, coming
back to Johannesburg for school holidays. He
told her she could not live in the house alone and
evicted her.

• Rent evictions
Because of the lack of social security, losing a
job can also mean losing one's home. In South
Africa's black townships this does not merely
mean having to move to a smaller, cheaper dwelling. It means being rendered literally homeless.
Nothing has been done in the last year in the
West Rand Administration Board area to alleviate the critical shortage of accommodation.
The overcrowding and pressure on available space
is so great that a family evicted from a house
has little hope of finding anywhere to live with
any privacy or decency, and in many cases they
cannot even find shelter. In addition they often
lose their furniture as well. It is removed from
the house by the Board's officials when the eviction takes place and, after a few weeks stacked
The Black Sash, August 1H7S

Some evicted people have told us that new
tenants for the house have arrived immediately
after the original family and its belongings have
been removed to the street, and have shown them
receipts for payment of the arrear rentals. They
maintain that the new tenants have been asked
to pay the arrears as a condition of being allowed
to move into the house. In some case arrears
owed have been paid twice, by the evicted tenant and the new tenant. In some cases we have
been shown receipts for the amount owed which
has been paid by the new tenant. It has been
impossible to take this matter up with the Board,
because, with one exception, the new tenants are
not prepared to make any complaint in case the
24
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MR E. V. lived in his parents' house. When they
died he was told to marry in order to keep the
house so he married his aunt. He now has a
customary union wife and children but he cannot
divorce his aunt in order to marry his real wife,
because she comes from Louis Trichardt and has
no chance of being given permission to live with
him. If he did undertake this course of action
he would lose his house because his wife cannot live legally in the area. If he dies his real
wife will not be able to claim his Unemployment
or Pension Fund benefits as these will legally
go to his aunt.

house they have been waiting for for seven or
eight years is taken away from them. They are
fearful of the superintendent's power and there
swrns to be little trust or confidence reposed in
officials of the Board.
One man who had been on the waiting list
since July 1971 was offered a house in August
1977. He told us t h a t the superintendent had
asked him to pay R190 which was the arrears
owed by the previous tenant. He managed to
collect R130 but the superintendent refused to
accept this and said he had told Mr X to
bring the full amount. The house was given to
someone else. Mr X would not make any statement about this because he was still homeless
and did not want to prejudice his chances of
being given another house. He was given a threeroomed house a few months later and moved in
without incident. However, in December he was
summoned to the superintendent and was asked
to pay R49 owed by the previous tenant. Mr X
had by this time had enough. He told his story to
a newspaper which investigated. They were told
that a mistake had been made and, of course,
Mr X was under no obligation to pay someone
else's debt. There had been a clerical error. Apologies were offered and no further demands were
made upon him.

MRS M. is a very old lady whose husband deserted her in January 1977. She and her adult son
continued to live in the house until August 1977,
when she was told to vacate the house and move
into a hostel. Her son, who is not married, is also
to move to single male quarters. She does not
know what to do with her furniture, which represents a life time's savings and is her only
asset.
There has been one very welcome relaxation in
recent months. The Department of Plural Relations and Development has announced that qualified men who own their own homes or for
whom employers provide suitable accommodation
may bring their wives into the area to live
with them.
This will be of great assistance to such men
as can afford to buy or build their own homes.
The concession is also extended to qualified men
who become permit holders in houses following on
the deaths of their fathers.
The Department has also announced that the
regulations are to be amended to allow security
of tenure to people who have bought their homes.

• General housing problems
More than 14 per cent of the people coming to
us for the first time had housing problems. The
re-introduced leasehold scheme does not appear
to be reducing the shortage of accommodation
to any material extent. During 1977 only 422
family housing units were built in Soweto (Hansard questions 3.2.78). Of those some must have
been used for the resettlement of already housed
families from Alexandra and others have presumably been erected by the Board for leasehold
purchasers.
The moving of families from the top of the
waiting list into houses which have become vacant
ecausc the previous tenants owed rent, merely
houses one family by rendering another homeless.
and does nothing to alleviate the shortage.
MRS H., her husband and their six children have
been on the waiting list since 1971. She was
told at the Board's offices that the waiting list
for the Nguni section is still being dealt with a t
the 1969 level.

• The Alexandra removals
We have written at length elsewhere about the
resettlement of people from Alexandra. All family housing in this township is being demolished
and is to be replaced by hostels for so-called
'single' men and women. The process has been
continuing for many years now but action was
suspended for approximately three years, presumably because of lack of funds. However, in
September 1977 removals recommenced and the
ruthless separation of families is now going on
apace.
The authorities in Alexandra have refused to
issue family permits for a long time now, so one
finds situations like that of Mr and Mrs P.
who have lived together in Alexandra since 1938,
when their customary union marriage took place.
They married by civil rites in 1968 in an attempt to obtain family accommodation. This was
still refused and Mr P was issued with a single
permit at one address, while his wife had a single
permit at another address. They are therefore
on the Board's books as single persons. In November Mr P was given notice that he was to ready

MR M. has been on the waiting list since January
22, 1970. He has a wife and three children who
are 11, nine and four years respectively. He
lodges in a house where there are 17 people living
in four rooms and there is no room there for
his wife and children. They have lodgings in a
house elsewhere where there is no room for him.
None of these people, nor the majority of the
thousands of others in the same position, can
afford to purchase a house built for them. The
shortage leads to many tragic personal and community abuses.
The Black Sash, August 1978
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book. He said the Labour Officer had ordered
him never to come to our offices again. Not
many people are brave enough to defy a threat
like t h a t when the Labour Officer wields enormous power over their lives.

himself to be removed to the City Deep Compound.
MRS M. T. is a 'superfluous appendage'. She is
an old widow with no children. When Sophiatown was demolished she moved to Alexandra.
Now that Alexandra ia being demolished she has
nowhere to move to.

• Legal Assistance
Once more we acknowledge with gratitude the
enormous amount of work shouldered by our
legal adviser, whose selfless and generous giving
of his time and concern has been of inestimable
value to people in trouble.
Our thanks also go to the Legal Aid Bureau,
the Industrial Aid Society, the Quaker Service
Fund and Ekutuleni, to all of whom we can refer
people whose problems lie outside our field of
knowledge.

• Families and the pass laws
Apart from the changes mentioned under Housing Problems above, there has been no move to
relax the pass laws to avoid the disruption of
family life. The laws are being enforced as vigorously as ever..
MR D. W. N. is a qualified man who lives in
his parents' house in Soweto. His wife and two
children were refused permission to live with him
because she comes from Natal. When he protested he was told t h a t he should have married
someone from Johannesburg.

• Staff
It would be impossible for us to continue at all
without the magnificent, selfless and dedicated
service given by our staff. Margaret Kirk, Ingrid
Kekane, Mabel Makgabutlane and Thakanc Pholosi have worked long hours without reward and
without complaint and we thank them. Our voluntary workers, nobably Elizabeth Rowe who shoulders enormous responsibility, give cheerfully of
their time and come back for more, after frequently being reduced to the point of exhaustion.
We also thank Henrietta Moabi and David Rathswaffo who help on a voluntary basis several
days a week.

MISS M. V. C. is registered in the East Rand
Administration Board area and lives lawfully in
Tembisa with her mother. Her grandfather, who
is 80 years old, lives in Soweto with a disabled
son and she wanted to move to live in his house
in order to care for them both. Permission was
refused.
MR I. M. is 17 years old. He was ordered to leave
the Republic and go to Botswana. He was born
there in 1960 when his mother went to bury her
uncle. Both his parents are Botswana citizens
who have been lawfully in the Republic for many
years. They have a house in Soweto and his name
is on their permit. He has been continuously in
Johannesburg since he was two months old.

• Visitors
Scores of overseas visitors have come to the
office during the past year. It is a great pity
that white South Africans almost never come.

• Bureaucratic attitudes

• Expansion

F a r from there being any improvement in the
attitude of officials towards members of the public, there seems to be increased arrogance and
general obstructiveness. People complain that they
are treated with great rudeness, that they are
humiliated and that they are denied access to
senior officials to whom they wish to submit
applications. Few and far between are reports
of civil servants who are approachable. The attitude of the Department of Plural Relations was
set out concisely in a letter to an attorney by
the Bantu Affairs Commissioner: 'May I draw
your attention to the policy of my department:
the intervention of third parties (including attorneys) in administrative matters is not permitted.'
As legal rights are removed all matters relating to black people become administrative matters.
One reason for the lack of report-back from
those who have been successful became evident
when a man, who had for six years been denied
his 10(l)(b) rights and forced to work as an
annual migrant came back triumphantly to show
us the 10(l)(b) endorsement on his reference
The Black Sash, August 1978

During the year, due to Esther Levitan's enthusiasm, members of the Black Sash have been
working every day at the Hypertension Clinic
a t Non-European Hospital, Johannesburg, a t the
request of one of the doctors. This is an effort
to alleviate some of the anxieties experienced
by urban people, anxieties which aggravate their
physical health. We also have a small outpost run
by Leslie Martin a t a Mission house in Hillbrow one afternoon a week.

SHEENA DUNCAN

NATAL COASTAL
March 1977 — February 1978
W f O R K E R S problems comprised 83,3 per cenc
of the new cases, and easily t h a t percentage
of the interviews dealt with in the past year.
This is indicative of the lack of 'power' the
African worker has to control his needs and aspirations in his job situation — as opposed to
his white, and to a lesser degree his coloured
and Indian counterparts.
It is also significant of the gross exploitation
2fi
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of African workers because of their impotence as
employees. Firstly they are not educated as to
their rights and expectations. Then there are
such major contributory factors as influx control, migrant labour, job reservation, unfair salary
practices based on race, controlled inequality of
educational opportunity, the NON-recognition of
African trade unions and the appallingly few
training institutions for black workers.
Many employers hide behind Government policy
to protect their interests, whereas they could do
far more to improve the lot of their black workers without in any way acting illegally. For
example it is NOT ILLEGAL for employers:

—
—
—

• Work permits and contract workers
In terms of Section 29 of the Urban Areas
Act of 1945 read with Section 3 of the Bantu
Laws Amendment Bill of 1978, blacks who are
unemployed for more than 122 days are to be
'endorsed out* of the urban areas if as registered
workseekers they have not taken up employment
offered to them during this period.

—

to negotiate with black trade unions in the
interests of their black workers
—r to pay above the basic minimum wages as
laid down in Industrial Council Agreements,
and Wage Determinations
— to pay 'equal pay for equal work'
— to give their black employees also the enjoyment of fringe benefits, such as pension and
medical aid schemes, holiday bonuses, housing
subsidies, educational subsidies and leave,
travelling allowances
—

Thus not only are workers exploited by not
having the right of collective bargaining, they
arc now obliged to accept any employment or
risk losing their entire livelihood, homes, families
and friends. Legislation of this sort makes a
mockery of the Government's assertion that it has
the best interests of the majority of the population at heart, and that it is moving away from
traditional instability generated by racial exploitation.

to have non-segregated eating, comfort and
work facilities.

All t h a t the law stipulates is that inspectors of
the Department of Labour MAY (not shall) require separate facilities to be provided for the
different racial groups. Now if thsy must be
separate, they should a t least be equal for all
employees.
Today we have reached a situation in South
Africa of racial confrontation t h a t we cannot
resolve by bannings, detentions, threats (all of
which are tried regularly). Whatever the contributing factors are, it is a fact t h a t as whites
we have created the situation as it is and we
have to face a future entirely of our own making
because it is we who have the vote, the power,
the arms, the money and most importantly the
means to share it all, equally, with our fellow
black patriots. Where do we start — or rather
what can we as individuals do? In our homes,
offices, shops, construction sites and on the factory floor we interact with our fellow black
workersoh domestics for at least 45 hours a week.
That is the place to begin — we don't have to
change Government laws — but wherever we have
power over others, we can change the exploitative conditions under which the mass of our
population lives.

Contract workers have little or no chance of
getting employment in the present depressed labour market and those lucky enough to have jobs
are constantly reminded of the many thousands
waiting to take their positions if they don't toe
the line!

• Pay disputes
Workers are continually coming to the Advice Office for clarification of some aspect of their
weekly or monthly earnings. Pension schemes are
seldom adequately understood and on termination
of employment the waiting period and amount
due should be carefully 'spelt out', backed up by
some form of written explanation. This would
help people tremendously and save a lot of travelling back and forth for non-existent monies.
We are continually having to contact employers
about lack of notice pay and holiday pay. Domestics are particularly exploited in these areas,
especially as they have no recourse to the law for
their rights as workers, a p a r t from the common
law which lays down that an employee is entitled
to one month's notice if monthly paid, or one
week's notice if weekly paid, only if he or she
has not been fired for 'gross insubordination'.
The definition of this is so vague that seldom
if ever is a domestic worker able to resort to a
civil claim.

Black workers should be brought effectively
into decision-making and consulted in a recognised manner with regard to their conditions
of employment and grievances. Some practical
guidelines for significant improvements, under
which workers without trade union protection
must work (apart from those mentioned above),
are;
The Black Sash, August
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NO dismissal without a fair reason — this
should be a condition of employment
NO overtime where additional workers can
be employed
Rather a four-day working week before r e trenchments
Shift systems to employ the maximum number of workers, such as three days on and
three days off — rather than four days on
and two days off.

MISS B. LUKOZI worked for eight years as
a domestic. She received no holiday pay for the
last two years of her employment and on asking
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Xnanda 68 000 (official figure, which one can
safely double).
The problems facing squatters are insurmountable — their very illegality, inadequate building
facilities, lack of water, roads, transport and education — to name but a few. Squatter upgrading
should be a priority, and not squatter removals.

for this, was told that if she was not satisfied she
could leave. Miss L. was subsequently fired without notice or holiday pay because 'she was too
cheeky'!

• Unemployment Insurance Fund
Of all Unemployment Insurance Fund cases dealt
with this past year a t the Advice Office, 28,3 per
cent were queries of some sort or another. We
had a very successful meeting with the Secretary
for Labour, Mr J. Cilliers, in July 1977, following
a letter we wrote to the Minister of Labour about
our experiences of the raal-administration of
this fund.

• The Aid Centre
This centre continues to be helpful to people
with 'rights' who have been unjustly endorsed out
or refused work permits.

• Legal assistance
This is readily available through the trade union
and co-ordinating council's legal aid sub-committee.

• Housing
Although we only corresponded on behalf of
seven specific people about their housing problems, we have continuous queries from people
who have been on waiting lists for periods up
to six years, and migrants desperate for accommodation for thei families. There seems to be
no solution to this interminable problem which
gets worse daily.
Some squatter figures for the Greater Durban
a r e a : Malukazi 50 000; Mariannhill 60 000; St
Wendolines Mission 18 000; Clermont 50 000;

• Office administration
Mr Ezekial Mbele continues t o give us his invaluable assistance for which we are most grateful and without which we could not manage. 1
personally would like to thank all the Advice
Office workers for their time and help. We are
ever thankful to the trade unions for the use
of their facilities and to Ms Thandi Sithole for
her typing assistance.
p,pER
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A match struck in the darkness
1~|N Friday May 5 at 10 o'clock in the morning,
"
African Self-Help helped itself to a very
cheerful occasion — 'Story Theatre' a t His Majesty's.
True, some of the audience came
solemn-faced to the occasion, but is this much
to be wondered at? With the co-operation of the
authorities 'Story Theatre' had already visited
many Soweto schools, but today's outing was
unusual indeed both for the children and the
staff members who accompanied them.
Buses arrived carrying children from 31 Soweto creches. Hair especially arranged, and wearing a name-tag pinned to the front of a blue or
pink overall, they arrived — my word how they
arrived, all 1 200 of them! An audience to gladden the heart of any theatre manager. Had they
enjoyed the bus ride? Oh yes. Had they been
to a theatre before? Oh no. Owing to an insufficiency of sponsors each child paid thirty-five
cents, perhaps not an exorbitant price for a ride
and a show lasting an hour and a half.
Once inside the theatre they sat in long anticipatory rows, though a few already behaved like
an experienced audience by coughing and gazing
about with interest to see Who Was There. Two
or three bold spirits even danced in the aisle and
had to be persuaded back to their seats. But as the
show began the children gave their full attention
to what was afoot on the stage.
Many were pleased by the cardboard figure
.of a donkey, others by someone removing a bottle
of milk from a bucket into which a cardboard
cow had just been milked. The actors needed
The Block Sash, August 1978

to have their wits fully about them, for it cannot
be easy to play a comedy scene to dead, absorbed
silence, or to have one's words drowned by laughter or the rhythmical clapping of hands.
Four years was supposed to be the minimum
age of members of the audience, but there were
present some two-year-olds, either because someone could not bear to leave them behind, or in
the belief that you can hardly start 'em too young
with a Good Thing.
And was the morning a success? Yes it was.
Perhaps not everyone in the audience felt able
to become totally involved with the affairs of a
Young Russian Peasant and his wife, or even
with the activities of Henny Penny and Turkey
Lurkey and all that gullible crew, but in adult
theatre too one is surely entitled to one's own
opinion.
The heart of the matter probably is that sharing
a pleasant experience like this is like seeing a
match struck in the darkness.
African Self-Help is an organisation
born of Mis desire of white women to assist black
women to become more attuned to life in the city
of Soweto. It is not easy to pull up rural roots
and gro-ur urban ones and many black women feli
lost antl uncertain in their new environment. A*
first, whites took charge of most of the administration, but this is no longer the case for a friendly co-operation has long since come into being.
FOOTNOTE:

Eleanor Anderson
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